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The present paper seeks to highlight Kari
–
m Kha–n Mushta–q
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–
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modern European scientific thought and technical advancements could be
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was in September 1839 that Kari–m Kha–n Mushta–q Jhajjari, a resident
of Jhajjar — a small town located 37 miles south-west of Delhi in the district of
Rohtak (Haryana), sailed for British Isles where he lived in the British metropolis
for almost two years. Kari–m Kha–n’s visit to Britain is to be viewed against the
background of the burgeoning colonialism during the mid-nineteenth century when
Indian rulers were forced to depute their political and diplomatic representatives
(waki–l) to Britain as a device to resist increasing colonial control of their political
rights and economic resources.1 Kari–m Kha–n visited England to plead for the
enhancement of monthly pay and other emoluments of H.asan ’Ali Kha–n (1861)
a military general in the army of Jhajjar, against Faiz ’Ali Kha–n the ruler of the
Jhajjar estate and his own nephew.2 Kari–m lived in the British metropolis for
almost two years. The resplendence of the British capital fascinated the Indian
observer no doubt, but only apparently, in reality he sought to unravel the sources
of British power. Kari–m Kha–n offered serious reflections on the socio-intellectual
milieu of contemporary British society. He provided eye-witness detailed
descriptions of cultural life, economy, gender-relations, political ideas, institutions,
constitutionalism as well as sciences and industrial developments of the mid-
Victorian Britain.3 Kari–m Kha–n is a participant, observer, author and narrator all
rolled into one but he had little to say about himself by way of self-reflection in
his travelogue which he maintained as a diary.4 He was also something of a poet
occasionally composed verses in Urdu, the newly emerging lingua franca of
India, with “Mushta–q” as his nom de plume in which he also composed his
travelogue. But for his topographical-cum-universal history Mir’a–t-i-gi–ti–numa–
he chose Persian, the language of belles-letters, historiography and the dominant
medium of expression of Muslim elite.5 He had ability to absorb and remember
details. Despite his inadequate skill of English language yet he was able to derive
much information through personal observations and extensive social and intellectual
interaction with the British aristocracy and gentry. He had inscribed verses of the
classical Persian poets such as Shaikh Sa–di– Shi–ra–zi– (1213-1292) and the great
mystic poet Maula–na– Jala–l al-Din Ru–mi– (1207-1273) and Maula–na– Nu–r al-Di–n
Ja–mi– (d.1492) in the opening pages of his travelogue (Siya–hatna–ma–). He had
acquired some communicative skills in English language but he evinced no taste
for English poetics and literature. A majority of his social acquaintances included
prominent bureaucrats the civil servants of the Company and mostly those who
had served in India such as Sir Charles Forbes (1774-1849), Charles Grant
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(1778-1866), Charles Trevelyan (1807-86). Besides, Kari–m was well-acquainted
with majority of the British officers who had served in region known as the Delhi
Territory such as Secretary Delhi Residency, Clark, H M. Elliot, and a former
Resident at Delhi in the pre-Mutiny period.6 During his sojourn in the British
capital he enjoyed close contacts with British scholars, intellectuals, statesmen and
the politicians. The British Orientalists Duncan Forbes (1798-1868), John
Shakespeare (1774-1858) all were personally known to him. According to J. H.
Garcin De Tassy (1794-1878) the French Orientalist, Forbes “described him as
being a man of great intelligence and anxious to gain every possible information
on European usages and modes of government.”7 With his British friends he also
went to opera-houses and dined with them. He hosted dinners for Britons on
board and during his residence in London and also presented costly gifts to many
of them. Yet Kari–m evinced little taste for the British cultural, literary and artistic
life, and more for the modern European science and British industrial and
technological progress.

Kari–m Kha–n’s account contains discourses on modern European sciences
especially the new astronomy from the Copernicus’s heliocentric world view to
Herschel’s findings in the sidereal astronomy as well as the industrial progress of
the mid-Victorian Britain. His scientific and technical discourses were mainly based
upon personal observations and first hand experiences.8 Additionally, he was
assisted by the Scottish Orientalist Duncan Forbes who was also his conversation
partner and principle informant. To satisfy his quest for scientific knowledge during
his sojourn in London he also availed the opportunity of holding scientific discussions
with Sir John Frederick William Herschel (1792-1871) the British Royal Astronomer
and geophysicist and the French-émigré engineer and inventor, Sir Mark Isambard
Brunel (1769-1849) on the construction of the Thames tunnel, the first sub aqueous
tunnel in history. Though he found the key not in the scientific progress and
technological developments but the British system of government which ensured
a stable and caring state, nonetheless he made extensive observations of the
British techno-scientific progress. He visited British Parliament and saw the queen
Victoria and several times met the Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850)
who asked him ‘What was the most wonderful feature of British life.” For
Kari–m it was neither the railways nor the steamships and the weaving machines
but the debates between the Tories and the Whigs.9 He remained equally passionate
about the modern science and its use of scientific knowledge for practical purposes,
the technology.
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Kari–m had passion for learning and knowledge, the hall-marks of the
educated elite and the Mughal bureaucrats. In the mid-nineteenth century educated
upper classes of Delhi and other urban centres of north India were well-acquainted
with the British culture and social life, which had come under the direct British
occupation in 1803.10 Jhajjar being located in the province (s.u–ba) of Sha–hjahana–
ba–d Delhi under the Mughal imperial administration, due to geographical proximity,
its educated gentry sought to imbibe cultural trends of the metropolitan city.11

II. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY THE MEDIEVAL LEGACY

India’s scientific tradition was vigorous and outward looking in the centuries
prior to establishment of colonial rule. Significant scientific developments and
inventions occurred in the medieval period. During the Sultanate era scientific and
technical influences from the Islamic East such as the spinning wheel, paper, the
stirrup and the Persian wheel introduced by the Turks were readily assimilated
and absorbed. New mechanical devices and scientific instruments such as the
magnetic compass, astrolabes, sun-dials, astronomical and water clocks entered
India.12 From the early sixteenth century the Mughal court was a vital source of
patronage for science and technology.13 There was a continuous but selective
absorption in technology such as in shipbuilding, armaments, metallurgy, cloth
printing and architecture from Europe in various sectors of Indian economy and
society during the pre-colonial period.14 Far from existing in cultural and
technological isolation and being averse to all innovation, India, over the centuries
had borrowed extensively from, and contributed generously to, the scientific and
technical knowledge of neighbouring regions, from the Middle East and Central
Asia to China and Southeast Asia, and in fields as diverse as agriculture,
architecture, astronomy, chemistry, medicine, metallurgy, textile production,
shipbuilding and armaments.15 Interest in sciences in general and astronomy in
particular was a traditional Indo-Muslim preoccupation. Scientific subjects formed
the core of the ma‘qula–t, the rational discipline as distinct from manqula–t the
traditional subjects. Scientific enquiry and research had become an integral part
of the Mughal elite culture.

Astronomy in particular was assiduously cultivated in the circles of the
traditional elite of the imperial city Delhi/Sha–hjahana–ba–d. Indeed by the eighteenth
century science had become a fashionable content of polite Indo-Islamic urban
culture being pursued as an intellectual enterprise prompted by curiosity as well
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as a professional occupation. Astronomical researches and compilation of zi–j, the
astronomical tables remained a major preoccupation of the Indian ruling elite.16

Scientific learning flourished in an intellectually vibrant culture under the Mughal
court’s patronage. Significantly, the scientists of the Mughal era and their
achievements continued to be recorded by the successive generations of its
conscious Indo-Persian and the Urdu speaking elite. A powerful tradition in the
field of astronomical studies continued to flourish during the first half of the eighteenth
century when financially strained Mughal court continued to sponsor large-scale
scientific projects such as the compilation of the Zi–j-i Muh.ammad Sha–hi–.17 The
commentary of Khair Alla–h Muhandis (d.1747), director of the Delhi Observatory
under Muh.ammad Sha–h (r. 1719–1748), on Zi–j-i Muh.ammad Sha–hi– as excerpted
in an encyclopaedia of mathematical sciences Jam‘-i Baha–dur Kha–ni–, of the
encyclopaedist Ghula–m H. usain Jaunpu–ri– (1790–1832) confirms the selective
acceptance of the principles of new astronomy, while still adhering to the Ptolemaic
concepts of universe.18 Besides, numerous scientific and technical treatises were
composed which proliferated throughout India and today preserved in the libraries
of South Asia and Europe.19 Evidently, the traditional Indo-Islamic elite, the Indo-
Persian as well as the Urdu speaking, were conscious of medieval India’s scientific
legacy. The establishment of the observatories under the court patronage of
Emperor Muh.ammad Sha–h (r.1719-48) and various astronomical experiments
conducted in these scientific institutions continued to be carefully recorded by the
eighteenth and nineteenth century biographers and historians as an important scientific
endeavour undertaken under the Mughal court patronage.20 Significantly, the
scientists of the Mughal era and their achievements continued to be recorded by
the successive generations. Mi–rza– Khair Alla–h Muhandis continued to be lauded
for his remarkable proficiency in the science of mathematics. In view of Abu–
T.a–li–b ibn Muh.ammad Isfaha–ni– (1752-1806), Mi–rza– Khair Allah and Shaikh
Muh.ammad ‘Abid were the matchless astronomers who collaborated in the
compilation of the new astronomical tables of Muh.ammad Sha–h, known as Zi–j-
i- Muh.ammad Sha–hi–.21 The compilation of the Zi–j-i- Muh.ammad Sha–hi–, seems
to be a grand project indeed in which scholars from Iran also collaborated. ‘Abd
al-Lati–f Shushtari– (1758-1806) a litterateur and diplomat, recalled that his uncle
Sayyid Ni‘mat Alla–h (d. 1738) was employed as one of the co-scientist who
collaborated in the royal scientific mission of the compilation of Zi–j-i- Muh.ammad
Sha–hi– during the reign of Muh.ammad Sha–h. Sayyid Ni‘mat Alla–h had studied the
exact sciences of mathematics and geometry in the cities of Iraq and Khurasan
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and was also an elegant poet. “Sayyid Ni‘mat Alla–h bin Nu–r al-Di–n popularly
known as “Sayyid” was an exalted person. He achieved a high degree of proficienc
in mathematics and geometry and had natural aptitude for poetics. He also possessed
a di–wa–n (poetic collection) which contained more than three to four thousand
verses. Sayyid was his nom de plume. He left Shushtar his home-town in his
youth and lived in the cities of Iraq and Khura–sa–n where he studied exact sciences
(ulum-i- riya–zi–). After completing his education he arrived in India where the
reigning sovereign Muhammad Shah bestowed honours upon him. He was
associated with the subtleties knowing great astronomers/scientist in the great task
of the compilation of Zi–j-i-jadi–d Muh.ammad Sha–hi–. He died in Peshawar in
1738.”22 The well-known eighteenth century Mughal biographer Mi–r ‘Abdal-
Razza–q Aurangaba–di– (1700–1758) had regrets for Ra–ja– Jai Singh (1688–1743),
the Astronomer Royal, that Raja’s astronomical observations remained incomplete
because, at least a span of thirty earth years was required for the planet Saturn
to complete its one orbit around the Sun. Alas! In the meantime the Raja died.23

During the eighteenth century after the decline of the Mughal Empire new
centres of learning sprang up, some, like Hyderabad under the Niza–ms, Lucknow
under the Nawa–bs of Awadh, specialising in Islamic science and Unani
[Yu–na–ni–] medicine. A case for Indigenous Renaissance in the post-Mughal
succession state of Awadh based upon a combination of circumstances — successful
absorption of centuries old Mughal scientific and technological tradition, presence
of skilled French mercenaries and scientists, and above all literate agents with
scientific outlook, trained in the rationalistic philosophy of Dars-i Niza–mi– syllabus
of Farangi Mah.al seminary — has been convincingly built up by the late I. G.
Kha–n.24 During the same period, there are instances of Mughal élites who sought
a more direct recourse to the sources of European knowledge. They came into
direct contact with British scholars and scientists, mostly members of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, in Kolkata, where they caught glimpses of progressive British
culture of Newtonianism, religious non-conformism, and entrepreneurial spirit.
Most impressive achievement was the translation of Newton’s brainchild (excerpts
from the translations are preserved in Tuh. fat al-‘a–lam) the Principia from original
Latin into Arabic by Awadh-administrator-scholar Tafaz.z.ul H.usain Kha–n (1727–
1800).25

Despite the withering away of Mughal power, Delhi remained a significant
locus for science, art and literature, and, until the cataclysmic events of 1857,
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scientific subjects like astronomy (hai’at) geometry (handasah) and mathematics
(riya–zi–) were extensively cultivated by the ‘Ulema–’, the traditional scholars, as
well as among the s.u–f i– circles. Maula–na– Muh.ammad H.aya–t, a su–f i– and an
accomplished teacher taught scientific subjects like astronomy (hai’at) and
geometry (handasa–h) and could draw geometrical figures, lines and circles, with
unmatched accuracy inspite a big physical handicap, his blindness.26 Similarly
another eminent mystic of Delhi Khwa–ja– Muh.ammad Nas.i

–r (1775-1845) possessed
special expertise in mathematics (riya–zi–) the abstract science of number, quantity
and space and the arithmetic (h.iqa–b), the science of numbers. He composed a
number of treatises on music and mathematics.27 Similarly, Maulawi Rashi–d al-
Di–n Ah.mad Kha–n (d.1826) had aptitude for rational sciences especially ‘ilm-i-
hai’at and ‘ilm-i handasa–h astronomy and geometry respectively.28

Khwa–ja– Fari–d al-Di–n Ah.mad (1747-1828), the maternal grandfather of the well-
known Indo-Muslim educationist and thinker Sayyid Ah.mad Kha–n (1817-1898),
was a distinguished scholar of mathematics and astronomy. He was a pupil of the
above mentioned Siyalkot-born scholar Tafaz.z.ul H.usain Kha–n.29 He sought close
intellectual association with the British administrator scholars such as Gore Ouseley
(1770-1844) and the famous French adventurer and polymath Claude Martin
(1735-1800) to learn the latest in the field. He made a number of experiments
with the use of proportional compass (parka–r-i mutana–sibah) to solve geometrical
and astronomical problems.30 His grandson Sayyid Ah.mad Kha–n, also later on
adapted two of the treatises, one on the art of mechanics called al-Tashi–l f i– Jarr
al-Thaqi–l published by the Orphan Press, for the Agra Book Society in 1844,
and the other entitled, Tarjumah Fawa–’id al-Afka–r fi– A‘ma–l al-Farja–r
(Translation of the results of thought upon the use of compasses), which dealt with
the science of geometry, for the curriculum of Agra and Delhi Colleges. His last
writing entitled Tuh.fah-’i Nu‘ma–niyyah written in 1815 deals with the
manufacturing of astrolabes.31 The interest in manufacturing of astronomical
instruments was imbibed by his younger son — the maternal uncle of Sayyid
Ah.mad Kha–n — Zain al-‘A– bidi–n (d. 1272/ 1856) who had no equal in his day
in astronomy, knowledge of almanacs and science and as manufacturer of
astronomical instruments. Sayyid Ah.mad Kha–n describes how “Day and night he
would be exclusively engaged in making astronomical instruments and in observing
the stars. Since he himself was very clever with his hands, he used to make all
his apparatus himself. With his own hands he used to make brass globes of huge
diameter and brass astrolabes, which are so fine to be accounted among the
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marvels of age. Moreover, he used to make himself other instruments, such as
za–t al-h.alqatain and za–t al-h.alq, rub‘-i mujayyib (quadrants), rub‘-i muqantar,
jari–b al-sa–‘ah, miqya–s al-sa–‘ah ufuqi–wa a–fa–qi–, dividers, proportional
compasses, mechanical instruments of this kind and other instruments for the art
of mechanics (jarr-i-saqi–l) and other astronomical instruments including that of
[‘Abd al-‘Ali–] Bi–rjandi–, all of which were fashioned by his own hand.”32 Obviously
the room where he kept these instruments looked like an observatory. C. F.
Andrews (1871-1940) in his memoirs of Mawlawi– Zaka– Alla–h vividly remembered
Zain al-‘A– bidi–n thus: a Nawa–b of Delhi whose house was looked upon as a
strange place of mathematical and astronomical learning full of scientific instruments
with pulleys hanging from the roof and astral globes and charts and astronomical
tables scattered about.”33

A significant feature of the medieval socio-intellectual life was an all-
consuming passion with the inherited knowledge. A discussion of the Islamic
philosophers/scientists and their contribution to learning continued to be invariably
prefaced with an account of the Greek sages of antiquity such as Pythagoras,
Socrates, Aristotle, Plato, Ptolemy and Euclid, as the past heritage of the learned
world. Almost every universal historian provided brief life-sketches of Greek
philosophers. Abu– Ta–lib ibn Muh.ammad Isfaha–ni–, provided brief biographical
sketches along with comments on theories of the major Greek philosophers from
Luqma–n to Euclid which the author wrote was derived from Ta’ri–kh-i-
h.ukama–’ of Muh.ammad Sarwari–.34 Similarly Abd al-Rahma–n Shahnawaz Kha–n
Ba–nba–ni Dehlawi (d.1807), the official historiographer of the Mughal emperor
Shah Alam’s reign (r.1759-1806), on the authority of the same Ta’ri–kh-i-h.ukama–
’ observed that, “The majority of the philosophers are either the Greeks (Yu–na–

ni) or else the Romans/Latin (Ru–mi–) as mentioned in the Ta’ri–kh-i-h.ukama–’.35

The adherence to the Graeco-Arab rationalism based on the works of Plato and
Aristotle was excessive indeed. Islamic scholars’ astronomical world-view was
still dominated by the Greek scientist Claudius Ptolemy’s earth centred geocentric
conception of the universe.36 Besides the Persian poetics and literature also remained
a staple diet of traditional elite who cultivated scientific subjects. Not surprisingly,
in the poetic imagination revival and promotion of science was considered essential
for the rejuvenation of Indo-Islamic community. The nineteenth century Urdu poet
Khwa–ja– Alta–f H.usain H.a–li

– (1837–1914) saw science as the builder of civilisation,
spearhead of progress and its flag bearer also.37 The tradition of astronomical
researches continued in the family of Mi–rza– Khair Alla–h Muhandis. Mi–rza– Khair
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Alla–h wrote no less than eleven mathematical-astronomical writings as his son
Mirza– Muh.ammad ‘Ali Riya–zi– also compiled commentaries.38 A chain of intellectual
discipleship is also traceable to the same family of Lahore scientists and
mathematicians. Tafaz.z. ul H.usain Kha–n, studied the mathematical sciences
(riya–zi–), at Delhi with Mirza– Muhammad ‘Ali– son of Khayr Alla–h Muhandis
before pursuing his favourite subjects under the teachers of famous Farangi Mah.al
seminary. Further in the rational subjects (ma`qulat) Tafaz.z.ul H.usain Kha–n was
a pupil of Maulana Wajihuddin, a pupil of Mulla Niz.a–m al-Di–n, founder of Dars-
i Niz.mi–. Similarly Khwa–ja– Fari–d al-Di–n, was a student of Tafaz. z.ul H.usain
Kha–n, also had a number of pupils known for their taste for scientific subjects
including his son Zain al-‘A– bidi–n. Besides Maulawi– Kara–mat ‘Ali,39 Rajab ‘Ali,
Haki–m Rustam ‘Ali,40 and the above mentioned Khwa–ja– Muh.ammad Nas.i

–r were
the other distinguished pupils of Khwa–ja– Fari–d al-Di–n.41

III. KARI–M KHA–N’S ACCOUNT OF MODERN ASTRONOMY

Kari–m Kha–n’s discourses on the modern astronomy included a lucid
exposition of the major principles and ideas of the modern astronomy from
Copernicus’s revolutionary conception of earth as one of the smaller planets of the
solar system to Isaac Newton’s (1643–1727) great synthesis of the physical
world. It also included Galileo’s (1564–1642) telescopic discoveries of Moons of
Jupiter and phases of Venus as well as Tycho Brahe (1546–1601) and Johannes
Kepler’s (1571–1630) laws of planetary motion but without mentioning the names
of the scientists. He understood that modern European astronomy was a complete
reversal of traditional Ptolemaic cosmology. It was also different from the ancient
Indian theories as well as the models of the Islamic scholars. As in the preliminary
remarks to his scientific discourses on the subject he explained: “It should be
known that the modern philosophers, the Greek and European both, after careful
deliberations discovered that this world (dunya–), the home of human beings and
other creatures, also known as the planet earth (kura’-i-ard.) the terrestrial globe
is also a planet (sayya–ra) which moves around its own axis. This proposition of
the modern scholars is contrary to the views held by the ancient and Islamic
philosophers/scientists.” 42. However, Kari–m Kha–n sought to clarify that the Greek
philosophers Aristarchus and Pythagoras (c. 570 BC–c. 495 BC) were the first to
propose the notion of a spherical earth but their views could not receive acceptance.
It was another celebrated ancient Greek astronomer called Claudius Ptolemy
(c. 90–c. 168 AD), who put forth a conception of earth-centred (geo-centric)
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universe that has influenced astronomical thought until now. He explicated
thus:

“The first person who wrote about the celestial mechanism and cosmology
was Aristarchus [of Samos c. 310-230 BC]. He also discovered the
phenomena of the lunar and solar eclipses. Fifty years later another
scientist named Pythagoras was born, who also enjoy the distinction to
be the first man who was convinced of the motion of the earth and sun
being stationary. But his views could not be propagated. It was yet
another philosopher called Ptolemy, born in the city of Alexandria in 130
AD and a well-known scientist among the Islamic as well as the European
philosopher, whose ideas found acceptance among the scholarly circles.
Thereafter, H.akim Copernicus who was born in 1530 AD in Poland, held
similar opinion as that of Pythagoras. He propounded his ideas in a book
and after the publication of this book his views were termed as
Copernicanism.” 43

Thus Kari–m Kha–n noted although not without an element of surprise, that
the Copernican system had acquired the status of a philosophy under the epithet
of “Copernicanism,” and firmly established in scientific thought of European scholars.
Kari–m Kha–n transliterated this word into Persian script. Obviously he had no
Perso-Arabic term for the system. Kari–m reiterated that Islamic scholars did not
subscribe to his views. The Muslims firmly adhered to the views of the Ptolemy.
Thereafter, he sought to elaborate the heliocentric theory with accuracy. He described
the relative position and distances of various planets in numerical terms and
offered a spatial configuration of the solar system with exactitude. He noted, “The
circumference of the Sun was ten crores and two lacs times larger in size than the
planet earth.” 44 According to Copernicus, Kari–m elaborated, Mercury was situated
nearest to the Sun while the planets of Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn
followed in this sequence with respect to their increasing distance from the Sun.
Mercury and Venus have no moons. Mars also had no moons. Jupiter had four
satellites (aqma–r, literally “the moons”) while seven satellites orbited Saturn.45

Kari–m also knew that the European scientists had also speculated possibility of
life on these planets like the planet Earth.

Thereafter he explained in earnestness Newton’s classical theory of
gravitational force without explicit mention of Newton. He alluded to the scientific
fact that both, human beings and the living creatures on the earth as well as the
movement of celestial bodies (sayya–ra–t, thwa–bit), such as the Earth, Sun, the
Moon, the Stars, and the comets all remain in their own respective places/orbits
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(ja–yi khud) due to this universal force of attraction acting between all matters.
Similarly, the same universal force of attraction determines the free fall of objects
on earth. This phenomenon of Nature in English language is known as attraction
and gravitation which means the power of attraction (quwwat-i ja–d.h.i bah) and
power of expulsion (quwwat-i da–fi‘ah) and power of retention (quwwat-i-ma–
sikah). Kari–m wrote that although scholars have written volumes on this subject,
but as a commentator he frankly admitted his inability to elaborate this scientific
and natural phenomenon. 46

Moreover, Kari–m Kha–n also emphasized the importance of telescope
(du–rbi–n) and realised that it had revolutionised the entire study of astronomy. It
was an invention of the European scientists. He noted that with the aid of this
unique instrument the European scientists had viewed a number of heavenly bodies
and discovered a number of new facts. The scientists in Europe had made such
detailed and accurate observations that not even a hundredth part of it could be
comprehended easily. To see the use of the telescope and also to satisfy his
intellectual curiosity, on June 9, 1841 Kari–m visited Greenwich Royal Observatory
with the permission of the Board of Admiralty Sydney Herbert in the company of
Anthony Howe and Colonel Henry Robertson, younger brother of Archibald
Robertson (1782–1847), Director of the Company, and formerly the Resident at
Mysore. The very sight of the astronomical observations carried out in the
Greenwich Observatory with the aid of telescope simply fascinated curious Indian
observer. About the telescope he recorded in his travelogue in detailed manner:

The purpose of the telescope was to observe the stars and other heavenly
bodies. The government bore its expenses, while some of the expenditure was
also shared by merchants who also owned ships. It was located on the top of a
hillock. More than a hundred thousand rupees (lakh) were spent in the preparation
of the telescope. Additionally, the monthly expenditure was the responsibility of
the royal government. The Astronomer Royal (nuju–mi– ba–dsha–hi–) showed the
Observatory. One of the telescopes was more than three and half yard (gaz) in
length. The diameter of the mirror of the telescope through which the stars and
planets were viewed was seven gaz. It was reported that in the night one could
view seas as well as the human beings (a–dmi–) on the moon. Therefore, the
European astronomers conjectured that on every planet there existed life like the
planet earth. The planet earth was seven thousand and nine hundred and sixteen
miles in diameter. Its distance from the sun was ninety-five million miles (9 crore
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and 50 lakh). Its annual revolution around the sun takes 365 days and five hours
and fifty nine seconds (daqi–qa nuju–mi–, literally the sixtieth part of an astronomical
degree), which causes change of seasons. Its daily rotation around its axis in
twenty four hours causes day and night.47

Later in his Persian universal history, Kari–m fondly recollected his frequent
visits to the Greenwich Observatory as a memorable event of his sojourn in the
British metropolis. He noted that in the company of his British scientist friends
(H. ukama–’ farang) he viewed the sky through the telescope. He noted that he
viewed the Moon (kura’-i-mah) and ascertained that there were mountains and
seas on its surface. In fact he felt the mountains resembled more like the volcanic
formations (jawala–mukhi–) of India. Thus Kari–m came to know about Galileo’s
telescopic discoveries of presence of lunar mountains and craters on the surface
of the moon but without mentioning the scientist by name. 48

IV. KARI–M KHA–N ON EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES (ZALZALA)

It was not only the modern astronomy and the telescope which so fascinated
Kari–m Kha–n, he sincerely sought to widen his sphere of scientific horizons with
a serious discourse on the causes of earthquake. According to him he had already
made a diligent search in the works of the ancient philosophers but found nothing.
The ancient philosophers hardly speculated on the causes of the natural calamity,
the nature and causes of the volcanic eruptions, occurrence of the earthquakes
which often strikes the planet earth. To his utter disappointment he came to know
that unfortunately earlier no scientific study existed about that natural phenomenon.
However, modern scholars have enquired about the causes of this natural catastrophe
and though unlike the solar and lunar eclipses, the occurrence of an earthquake
cannot be predicted in advance. As no method has yet been devised to predict
the time, place or magnitude of earthquakes. 49

The enquiry into the geological causes of earthquake led him to explore
the structure and composition of the planet Earth. He came to know that in shape
and structure the planet earth consisted of several layers like an onion with layers
one inside the other. Moreover, like the human body, it contains liquids. The earth
consisted of the water and also fire. He explained it with a simple diagram of the
inner structure of the planet earth. The flow of the two elements, the water and
fire, into each other could result in severe earthquake. Such an occurrence in an
area of human habitation would ultimately damage life and property. If a conjunction
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of the two, the fire and the water happens, it damages property. If the conjunction
of the fire and water happens underwater, in that case after violent explosion, a
mountain would be formed out of the erupted material. It could also cause a
severe storm. But the latter naturally occurs only on the coastal regions. At this
point Kari–m felt relieved to know that India lay away from the epicentre. He
thanked Allah, the Almighty, that his own country was comparatively safe from
chances of such natural disasters. He noted that the major zones of seismicity
remained Russia, China and Japan, although the vibrations of any major earthquake
were felt in India too. Kari–m’s concern to know the causes of earthquake could
be understood in the backdrop of the Great Lisbon Earthquake and waves of
tsunami which struck Lisbon, the Portuguese capital, on Nov 1, 1755. As the
shockwave of the largest ever-recorded disaster in Europe were felt throughout
Europe and North Africa and it was a widely debated and discussed among the
European scientists as well as the philosophers of Enlightenment. Kari–m also
came to know in India about this biggest ever disaster which struck the Portuguese
capital or perhaps during his sojourn in London. He described: “Once in Lisbon,
capital of Portugal, which is a European nation it so happened that there was a
sudden storm in the sea. The people of the city gathered to find out the cause of
sudden tumult. Soon they were bewildered to see that a beautiful volcanic mountain
was formed from the erupted material in the midst of the sea and thereafter the
storm and tumult subsided. It was a place with fresh air and clean atmosphere.
Gradually people began to live on that mountain what was a beautiful place in the
midst of the huge water body. However, after a period of twelve years, similar
earthquake (zalzala) occured. The same mountain got submerged into water.
Thousands of living beings, human beings as well as animals also got submerged
in the water for ever along with the mountain.”50

Further Kari–m also related an occurrence of a kind of underwater volcanic
eruption (modern term tsunami) in his home-town Jhajjar. In the year 1782, when
Jhajjar was under Amar Singh an officer of Begum Samru /Sombre (1753-
1836), ruler of Sardhana estate (Meerut U.P.), the water-level of a well in the
locality called Brahmanwa–la– came up to the surface with sudden and violent tumult
like that of a cannon. When the Hindu women who came to the same well to fetch
water and saw this, they naturally got frightened and informed others about the
strange scene. When people of the town went to the well they saw the water was
gradually going to its original level. To seek an opinion he narrated this incident
to Sir John Herschel, “whose dedicated scientific researchers had disproved the
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theories of the ancients Socrates and Hippocrates.” 51 Kari–m recounted that after
serious reflections the British scientist informed him that the incidence related by
him about his home town was an earthquake of lower magnitude; consequently,
the town remained safe from any natural calamity. Thus it was not the new
astronomy but the seismic activity of the planet earth which he explored with the
British astronomer Sir John Herschel. Nevertheless Kari–m also pointed out
specifically that John Herschel was the son of the famous British astronomer Sir
William Herschel (1738–1822) who discovered a new planet called Herschel.
Subsequently, the same was named as Uranus which is a Greek word. It is the
eighth planet of the solar system.”52

He narrated yet another incident to Herschel when vegetation (naba–t)
also fell along with the rains. This happened in Sindh during the reign of the
Mughal Emperor Farrukh Siyar. Kari–m also added that the strange but beautiful
natural event had also been verified by Mi–r ‘Abd al-Jali–l Bilgra–mi– (1661–1725)
the news- writer of the province in the form of a Ruba–‘i–yi (quatrain).53

Although, there is no way to ascertain Kari–m’s high claims of holding
direct discussion with the British scientist, yet Hershel’s biography had allusion to
India when he cited example of a volcanic eruption from the region of Kutch in
Gujarat: “Herschel sets before us the phenomena of volcanic eruptions and their
extraordinary effects. In the year 1819, in an earthquake in India, in the district
of Cutch, bordering on the Indus, a track of country more than fifty miles long and
sixteen miles broad was suddenly raised ten feet above its former level. The raised
portion still stands up above the unraised, like a long perpendicular rampart,
known by the name of Ullah Bund, or God’s Wall.” 54 Perhaps the unidentified
informant was Kari–m Kha–n.

V. KARI–M KHA–N’S PERCEPTIONS OF THE BRITISH TECHNICAL

AND INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS

Kari–m Kha–n concentrated on various aspects of the British Industrial
Revolution without using the term Industrial Revolution as the term was coined
later. The British technical advancements in the textile, ship-building, artillery and
railways were evident to him like other visitors from the Continent. On board the
ship Edinburgh he closely observed advancements in the art of ship-building
industry and improvements in the navigational techniques. He also noted uses of
compass and sextant in his travelogue. Tremendous improvement in the maritime
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technology was something he had also experienced personally during his extensive
travel in Britain, Ireland, France and Greece. Therefore, it was the railways “the
great connector” which became main topic of Kari–m’s scientific and technical
discourses. References to railways occur at numerous places in his travelogue,
mainly in connection with his journeys within the city of London and outside such
as between Blackwall to London and London and Tottenham. He also knew
about the Great Western Railway Company’s project between London to Bristol,
and London and Liverpool. He reports that railway construction was an enormous
project, usually undertaken by private companies. A sum of six million, a huge
amount equivalent to one and half crore rupees, was spent in the construction of
railway between London and Tottenham. He also observed that the area was
mainly inhabited by professional classes mainly the tradesmen and merchants.
After a visit to railway between Blackwall and London on 5, November 1841,
he saw use of electric telegraph to transmit signals along a wire for railroad
signalling. Kari–m noted with immense curiosity the utterly bewildering arrays of
mechanism and procedure involved in the invention known as the electric telegraph.55

In his description of the new technology and various inventions he simply
transliterated the terms such as Railways, Great Western Railways, steam, tunnel
and the electric telegraph into Persian and Urdu. But Kari–m also provides Persian
equivalents for all the inventions he described such as the for the railways ‘ara–
ba-i dukha–ni– and for gas chira–gh-i-dukha–ni– and steam ship was called markab-
i dukha–ni– and jaha–z-i- dukha–ni– while the electric telegraph was termed as dak-
khana barqi– or simply ta–r in Urdu. But for most of the time, he preferred to use
the English terms. Kari–m saw that the steam which means evaporation bha–p
called sti–m in English, obtained from the boiling water played a vital role in the
industrialisation process of Britain. In fact, almost all the machines were operated
with the power of steam.56 During his sojourn in London, Kari–m Kha–n visited the
Royal Arsenal and the Dockyard of Royal Navy at Woolwich in the company of
an English interpreter, with the official permission of Sir George Murray Master
General of Ordnance (1772-1845) and Sydney Herbert Lord Admiralty. Perhaps,
technologies with aristocratic flavour always attracted the ruling elite. Certainly, he
was impressed with the technological advancement in the manufacturing of cannons
and other weapons. The visitor observed the introduction of labour-saving and
labour-facilitating devices in the shipbuilding and manufacturing of the cannons
with curiosity and amazement. But he was not an uncritical admirer of British
industrial progress. At the Arsenal he carefully examined various types of cannons
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manufactured in various countries and found European cannons well-designed and
well-made. But in the entire collection it was the lion-faced cannon (top-
sherdaha–n) of Tipu Sultan, the ruler of Mysore state which was an object of
Indian observer’s admiration. He described the cannon a piece of superb skilled
craftsmanship. It had elegant exterior decoration (naqqa–shi) having details of its
year of manufacturing, weight, and accurate measurements figures inscribed upon
it in elegant Persian script. He contended that the Tipu’s cannon which had been
brought to Britain after the fall of Seringapatam, though in size slightly bigger, but
in no way it was inferior to the European cannons.57 Tipu’s brass-barrelled gun
with its belt, and buckle preserved in the historic Tower of London was the other
major fascination for him. He carefully noted the Persian couplet beautifully
engraved but without being sentimental.58

Tufang bi– naz. i–r kishwar-i-hind ki ba–shad barq soza–n sathni– u–,
twa–nad sar nuwisht khasm bar da–sht h.adaf gardad agar pesha–ni– u–.

(Matchless gun of India is like a thunder

Can bring the fate of foe to an end, if aimed at the forehead.)

It seems the memories of Tipu’s heroic struggle against the onslaughts of
powerful British imperialism were fresh in the mind of the Indian visitor. Such
recollection was only natural as Tipu’s son Prince Jaha–ngir Zama–n was also in
London when Kari–m lived in the imperial metropolis, and they met frequently.59

He also visited the Brunel-designed tunnel under the Thames River between
Rotherhithe and Wapping. He met Mark Isambard Brunel and with him he held
lengthy discussions about the construction of the enormous project and the cost
involved in its undertaking. He noted that the contractors and the private companies
on behalf of the government undertook these vast projects. He was informed that
the proposed construction of the tunnel which began in 1826, was jointly financed
by a group of one hundred and fifty investors. Such a group is known as Company.
But the work had to be postponed for seven years due the financial difficulties
which in turn was the result of wars with France. Apart from the above details,
he also came to know that the tunnel measured one thousand, two hundred and
fifty feet and a sum of more than ten million (karor) was spent in its construction
He specifically noted that Brunel had been knighted in 1841 for his engineering
feat.60
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He also tried new technology such as the dive-bell which he recorded as
a strange under water experience,61 and also saw hot-air balloon ascents of the
British balloonist Charles Green (1785-1870) at the Vauxhall Gardens. Hot-air
balloons known in India but these were looked at more as a source of amusement,
a plaything, rather than a serious invention in the field of transport technology. Yet
he carefully noted the technique of its construction and the material used in it. He
found that it was moved by coal-gas and the fabric used in its making was a type
of silk.62 He paid several visits to the Polytechnic Institution and explained that it
was a Greek term which was also the language of the Holy Bible. Kari–m Kha–n
described it as a unique international centre of learning which housed the bewildering
varieties of arts and crafts (s.an‘at) practiced anywhere in the world.63

VI EPILOGUE

Kari–m Kha–n’s techno-scientific discourses of the British scientific progress
and improvements in industrial enterprises remain unmatched written by any other
South Asian Muslim during the first half of the nineteenth century. Naturally, not
every Indian traveller to Britain was interested in the varied manifestations of the
modern sciences and technology. Two years prior to Kari–m Kha–n, Yu–suf Kha–n
“Kammalpo–sh” (1803-61) a military officer (subeda–r) in the cavalry regiment of
Awadh also lived in the imperial metropolis from August 1837-18 January 1838.64

But his views of the British industrial progress are peripheral. He offers little
comparison with India except when he visited the Woolwich Arsenal and observed:
“People who were endowed with such skill and aptitude and remained preoccupied
with such activities why would they not become rulers of the Seven Climes. To
challenge them was like fighting against genii.”65 Similarly he evinced little interest
in the questions of modern astronomy and celestial mechanics.66 Two years later
another Indian traveller Lut.fulla–h Kha–n (b.1802), in the year 1844 spent summer
and early autumn in London. He visited almost all those historical places, such as
the St. Paul’s Cathedral, British Museum, the Regent Park Zoological Gardens
and other popular tourist sights. Huge bridges of the British metropolis with
extensive use of iron fascinated him also. But unlike Kari–m Kha–n, he did not care
to enquire about the enormous expenditure spent in the construction of these
massive projects. He also travelled by rail from Southampton to London and
within the city also. Again unlike Kari–m Kha–n, he showed no desire to know
anything about the new technology which, no wonder, he found comfortable and
easy to use. He also visited the Arsenal at Woolwich and termed it “the instruments
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of British wealth,’ but without any comment on the new manufacturing techniques
of armament making. For the Greenwich Observatory something which fascinated
Kari–m Kha–n so deeply he noted briefly that it was a place from where “all the
English seamen reckon their first meridian of longitude.”67

Kari–m Kha–n’s continued engagement with the British Industrial inventions
and scientific progress could be appreciated against the dynamic socio-intellectual
milieu of Delhi and north Indian cities and qas.ba–t such as Jhajjar the home-town
of the author.68 Its conscious intelligentsia was eager to appropriate new knowledge
and learning from all possible quarters. A relevant question arises that despite the
existence of a well-informed intelligentsia no scientific change and technological
breakthrough could occur. Indigenous agency and interlocutors could have played
an important part in the diffusion of scientific ideas and knowledge. Understandably,
technological changes are not selected by active and productive individuals, who
need to represent all segments of society nor they need necessarily to concern
with public welfare.69 Moreover, unlike China in India there was no state monopoly
on technology and scientific experiments such as the government monopoly of the
examination system, secrecy and excessive state regulations in the study of
astronomy and mathematics.70 Regrettably the declining elites remained only passive
recipients of knowledge. It has been rightly argued that the institutionalisation of
Western science and technology involved a complex interplay of structure and
agency 71 Men like Kari–m Kha–n who were engaged in the task of dissemination
of knowledge, and refashioning of scientific modernity and its discourse, had been
increasingly marginalized. Evidently, there was no representation of the traditional
intelligentsia from Delhi, and Awadh, the old seats of scientific learning whereas
in the colonial Bengal the bhadralok the newly emergent middle-class were
among the practitioners of scientific modernity.72 Similar happy flowering of western
sciences and indigenous tradition in Awadh also came to an abrupt end with an
interventionist colonial state in which the “indigenous genius to innovate was
suppressed by an over arching desire to dominate and replace the indigenous
system of education.” 73 Clearly Kari–m Kha–n lacked a penetrating bourgeoisie
gaze in Faucauldian sense where the viewer occupies a position of authority and
control over the subject. Karîm’s narrative displays spirit of observation but his
travelling gaze is ‘passive.’74 The passiveness of his gaze reveals the fact of
asymmetrical relationship of power between the coloniser and the colonised.
Kari–m’s account of the European techno-scientific progress remained confined to
mere descriptions rather than an act of ‘appropriation.’ For instance two of his
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major obsessions the railways and telegraph ‘tools of empire,’ were soon introduced
in India, railways in 1846 and telegraph in 1852, as an agent of modernisation and
social change but in the process Kari–m had no say.

There remains a hidden tension in Kari–m Kha–n’s admiration of British
achievements in the domain of science and technology and the expressions of
British power in India. On the one hand, he criticised Indian ruling elite for
xenophobic passivity, ingrained conservatism racial aversion accusations which
are found baseless by the modern scholars.75 On the other hand, his narrative
reverberates with his concern that Indians (ahl i hind) might not be able to
appreciate his accounts of “the wonders” (‘aja’bat) of Britain.”76 Our Indian
observers’ critique of Indian ruling elite and their ethos echoed contemporary
official British views of Indian society. In the wake of the British industrial Revolution
science and technology, especially steam heralded by steamship and railways
critically informed British perspective. Technical achievements served to heighten
a growing sense of difference between Britain and India. Most of Kari–m Kha–n’s
informants were the middle class bourgeoisie British who were proud of their
scientific achievements and industrial progress.

Kari–m Khân ’s discourses of the Western scientific and technical discourses
are less elaborate and less expressive as compared to the perceptions of the
eighteenth century Indo-Persian writers ‘Itisa–m al-Di–n, Mirza Abu Ta–lib and Mir
Muh.ammad H.usain (d.1790), who had visited Europe (Faragista–n) half a century
earlier. British technical progress which was evident to the sensitive observer is
mostly described as isolated events without noticing their interrelationships or the
socio-economic impact of industrialization. Compared to Abu Ta–lib, Karim’s
understanding of the social transformation was less perceptive. For instance Abu
Tâlib pointed out fifty years ago, “It was a well-known fact that Britain possessed
well-built and strong ships. They were the major source of its strength and the
main reason of British prosperity and wealth.” 77

Among the European scientists Kari–m Kha–n was aware of Copernicus
and knew only of course the Herschels, William and John. Kari–m Kha–n also did
not mention Sir Isaac Newton by name whose laws of universal attraction he so
carefully corroborated. Perhaps he was not aware of the eighteenth century erudite
Indo-Persian educated elites’ discourses on the subject especially ‘Abd al-Lati–f
who represented Newton, the symbol of Enlightenment and a rallying cry for
radical politics and social reform in his own country, as a doyen of European
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scientists. Tafaz.z.ul H.usain’s great scientific achievement the translation of Principia
remained confined in the pages of Tuhfat al-‘Alam of ‘Abd al-Lati–f Shushtari–.
78 However, three of the main European scientists Kepler, Tycho Brahe (1546-
1601) and Galileo remained unknown to the eighteenth century Indo-Persian elite
also who provided systematic discourses on the subject. 79 Nonetheless explicit
mention of the Greek scientists Aristarchus, Pythagoras and Ptolemy shows that
Karim knew that the modern science was an improvement the concepts and ideas
of earlier scientists.

Nevertheless, it is to the credit of Kari–m Kha–n that he explicitly rejected
the geo-centric world-view and accepted the heliocentric theory. Furthermore,
Kari–m Kha–n addressed himself to the question as to why the Greek cosmological
ideas were still entertained by the Muslims. What were the reasons of Muslims’
attachment to Greek philosophy? He refers to the crucial period of transmission
of Greek philosophy to the Islamic world under the Abbasids through translation
of Greek scientific literature into Arabic under Caliph Mamun (753-775). Since
that time Greek philosophical thought had dominated entire Muslim world view.
He further wrote that it was precisely the period when the Traditions (hadith) of
the Prophet were also compiled. Does Kari–m Kha–n ‘s above statement imply that
Muslim philosophers endeavoured to assimilate these ideas into religious discourses?
We do not know, as Kari–m Kha–n does not elaborate this aspect any further.
Unlike other Islamic societies, European ideas were not integrated ideologically in
the Islamic thought in India. In the context of South Asian Islam it was the task
of the versatile genius Sayyid Ah.mad Kha–n, the “Renaissance man”80, one of the
architects of modern India. He not only recognised the regenerative role of
education, science and technology but also formulated an active response to the
scientific modernity as represented by the various facets of the British rule in India.
He attempted a reconciliation of modern science with the revealed truths pointed
out to similar parallels in early days of Islam when ‘Ulema–’ reconciled the Greek
learning with the scriptures of Islam. Thus he sought to prove that the western
scientific thought was not antithetical to Islam rather Islam was compatible with
modern science, if the Qur’a–n was interpreted in the light of the reason. 81
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